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Abstract

typical existing robust speech recognition approaches to offer
better performance. Such results are consistent across a wide
range of noise types and SNR conditions.
This paper is organized as follows. The proposed
confusion-based entropy weighting scheme is described in section 2. In section 3 the experimental results are presented. Section 4 gives our conclusions.

An entropy-based feature parameter weighting scheme was proposed previously [1], in which the scores obtained from different feature parameters are weighted differently in the decoding
process according to an entropy measure. In this paper, we propose a more delicate entropy measure for this purpose considering the inherent confusion among different acoustic classes.
If a set of acoustic classes are easily confused, those feature
parameters which can distinguish them should be emphasized.
Extensive experiments with the Aurora 2 testing environment
verified that this approach is equally useful for different types
of features, and can be easily integrated with typical existing
robust speech recognition approaches.

2. Proposed Approach
2.1. GMM score for each parameter in a testing feature vector
In order to perform entropy-based weighting for different feature parameters, we need to evaluate the scores for each parameter in a testing feature vector from different acoustic classes.
We first perform forced alignment on the utterances in the training corpus with the corresponding transcriptions, and collect the
feature vectors of the same acoustic class (e.g., the same phone,
or any other unit represented by the same acoustic model)
together to train a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with N
Gaussian components for each class,

Index Terms: speech recognition, robustness.

1. Introduction
Various applications of the automatic speech recognition (ASR)
technologies in the future have been highly anticipated by many
people [2]. But the recognition accuracy always plays the most
dominating role when the real-world applications are considered, and many robust speech recognition approaches have been
proposed to improve the recognition accuracy under adverse environments. Weighted Viterbi decoding is one of the many approaches proposed to be performed in the back-end decoding
process, in which during the Viterbi decoding process different
weights can be assigned to the acoustic scores obtained from
different frames or even different feature parameters in an utterance [3, 4, 5, 6].
For an acoustic feature vector including many feature parameters, it is possible that some feature parameters carry stronger
information to discriminate some acoustic classes against the
others, while other feature parameters do not. If we treat all the
feature parameters as equally important coefficients as in the
conventional Viterbi decoding, the functions of those more discriminating parameters may be smeared out by the functions of
other parameters. An entropy-based feature weighting scheme
was therefore proposed earlier [1], in which an entropy measure
was used to emphasize the scores obtained with these more discriminating feature parameters in back-end Viterbi decoding.
However, this may not be the best way to weight the different feature parameters. If a set of acoustic classes are easily
confused, those feature parameters which can distinguish them
should be weighted more. In this paper, we propose a more
delicate entropy measure which considers such confusion information among acoustic classes, and the feature parameters
which can distinguish such confusing acoustic classes can be
weighted more. Experimental results on the Aurora 2 testing
environment verified that the proposed approach is equally useful for different types of features including MFCC, PLP [7] and
MVDR [2, 8], and this approach can be easily integrated with
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Gc (x) =

kc,n Nc,n (x | θc,n ), c = 1, 2, . . . , C,

(1)

n=1

where c is the class (or acoustic model) index, n is the mixture
component index of the GMM (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ), kc,n is the
weight for the n-th mixture component Nc,n (x |θc,n ) for class
c, and θc,n is the set of parameters of Nc,n (•) (i.e., the mean
and covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution).
Now for each testing feature vector x(t) at time t including
D feature parameters, x(t) = {xd (t), d = 1, 2, . . . , D} (i.e., d
is the parameter index and D is the total number of parameters),
the score or the probability density value of the d-th parameter,
xd (t), for an acoustic class (or acoustic model) c can be evaluated as
pt,d
c =

Z Z
...

d =1,...,D
d =d

Gc (x(t))dx1 . . . dxd . . . dxD |xd (t) ,

(2)

where Gc (x(t)) is exactly Gc (x) in Eq. (1) except replacing x
by x(t), and Eq. (2) is evaluated for the d-th parameter xd (t)
by an integration of Gc (x(t)) over all other feature parameters
xd (t), d = 1, 2, . . . , D, but d = d. The above can be easily
simplified when we assume the D feature parameters in x(t) are
independent and the covariance matrices of Nc,n (•) are diagonal. In that case, Gc (x(t)) in Eq. (2) can be simplified into D
independent scalar GMMs for the D feature parameters respectively, and pt,d
c in Eq. (2) can be reduced to

X
N

pt,d
c =

kc,n,d Nc,n,d (xd (t) |θc,n,d ),

(3)

n=1
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Figure 2: The situation of x(t) that the entropy H t,d is high for
d = 1, but low for d = 2.
Figure 1: Distributions of pt,d
c over the C classes give different
entropy values: (a) high entropy, and (b) low entropy.
where kc,n,d , Nc,n,d (•) and θc,n,d are exactly the same as kc,n ,
Nc,n (•) and θc,n in Eq. (1), except reduced to those for a single
feature parameter with index d, i.e. xd (t).
2.2. Entropy-based feature weighting
With pt,d
c in Eqs. (2) or (3), the entropy measure for the feature
parameter xd (t) can be defined as follows. We first normalize
in Eqs. (2) or (3) into a probability mass function (PMF)
pt,d
c
p t,d
c of xd (t) across all acoustic classes c as

X

Figure 3: The situations for a particular feature parameter to
be (a) discriminative, (b) confusing but less harmful, and (c)
confusing and harmful.

C

t,d
p t,d
c = pc /

pt,d
c ,

(4)

in the recognizer can be calculated as, assuming a diagonal covariance matrix,

c=1

X

log[bj (x(t))] =

C

H t,d = −

t,d
p t,d
c · log (p c ).

d=1

X
M

W t,d · log[

cjm N (xd (t); μjmd , Σjmd )] ,

m=1

(5)

(7)

where j and m are respectively the indices of the state in the
HMM and of the mixture Gaussian component in the state, cjm
is the mixture weight, and μjmd and Σjmd are the mean and
variance of the m-th Gaussian component in the j-th state of
the HMM. So the acoustic scores from the more discriminating
feature parameters will be emphasized in the weighted Viterbi
decoding process in Eq. (7), and vice versa. This is actually the
entropy-based feature weighting approach previously proposed
[1].

c=1

If for a feature parameter xd (t) the distribution of pt,d
in
c
Eq. (3) across all classes c looks like the one in Figure 1(a),
i.e., the scores for different classes are very similar, the entropy
measure H t,d defined in Eq. (5) will be high, which means the
discriminating ability of the feature parameter xd (t) is low. A
typical example for such a case is that with d = 1 in Figure 2. In
other words, even if one of the classes has the highest score, the
other competing classes have very similar scores, and therefore
this feature parameter is not very reliable. On the other hand, if
for xd (t) the distribution of pt,d
c in Eq. (3) across all classes c
looks like the one in Figure 1(b), i.e., one of the classes has a
much higher score than all the others, the entropy measure H t,d
in Eq. (5) will be low, which means the discriminating ability of
this feature parameter is high. A typical example for such a case
is that with d = 2 in Figure 2. In other words, the distribution
of the class with the highest likelihood score is very possibly
well separated from those of all other classes. Apparently the
recognition should rely more on the latter than on the former.
Based on the entropy measure H t,d in Eq. (5), a reasonable feature parameter weighting function W t,d for xd (t) can
be defined as
W t,d = f (H t,d ) = exp (−a · H t,d ),

X
D

and the proposed entropy measure for xd (t) is then defined as

2.3. The concept of confusion-based entropy weighting
In the above initial entropy-based feature weighting scheme, the
likelihood scores for all acoustic classes are treated as equally
important. This is not necessarily the best way to handle the
problem. Consider the three cases in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a),
the feature parameter has a good discriminating ability because
it has the highest likelihood score for class c1 among all classes,
and the score is significantly higher than all the other scores.
In Figure 3(b), the feature parameter may have confusion between classes c1 and c2 , because they have comparable likelihood scores for this feature parameter. However, this may not
cause any problem if we know a priori that classes c1 and c2
are not easily confused with each other, very possibly because
these two classes can be correctly distinguished with some other
feature parameters in the feature vector. However, in the case
shown in Figure 3(c), if c3 is a class known to be easily confused with class c1 a priori, it will be a problem if the feature
parameter has comparable scores for them.
This implies that it is the potential confusion among the
different classes as discussed in Figure 3 which should be considered more seriously in the parameter weighting, rather than
only the entropy measure as shown in Figure 1. For example, in
the case of Figure 3(c), the entropy measure for the feature pa-

(6)

which is a function of both time index t and parameter index d,
where a is an empirically determined scaling factor. Note that
the function f (•) in Eq. (6) can be a carefully chosen monotonically decreasing function, while here the exponential function
is used for simplicity.
The feature parameter weighting function W t,d in Eq. (6)
can then be applied in a weighted Viterbi decoding (WVD)
process, in which the log-likelihood score of a given feature
vector x(t) for the j-th state of a hidden Markov model (HMM)
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rameter being considered is low if evaluated for all the classes,
but is high if we focus on only the two classes c1 and c3 that
are easily confused with each other. A confusion-based entropy
weighting scheme is therefore proposed as follows.

on the discriminating ability of the parameter to classify a given
class with its most confusing classes.
With the confusion-based entropy measure in Eq. (12),
the proposed confusion-based entropy weighting function
t,d
Wconf
usion for xd (t) is, similar to Eq. (6),

2.4. Modified class confusion matrix

t,d
t,d
t,d
Wconf
usion = f (Hconf usion ) = exp (−a · Hconf usion ), (13)

We first define a modified class confusion matrix {vc (i)}C
c,i=1
containing elements vc (i) defined as follows, which is an indicator regarding how frequently the class i is misclassified as a
given class c,
vc (i) =



where a is an empirically determined scaling factor. This
t,d
weighting factor Wconf
usion is also a function of both time
index t and parameter index d. Similar to Eq. (7) above, the
weighted Viterbi decoding process can be equally performed,

log(countc (i) + 1)/ log(countc (i∗c ) + 1), ∀i = c,
1,
i = c,

log[bj (x(t))] =

(8)
where countc (i) is the number of frames in the training corpus
belonging to class i which are mis-classified as belonging to
the given class c. The class i∗c is the most confusing class with
respect to the given class c,
i∗c = arg max
(countc (i)).
(9)

d=1

log[

The initial experiments reported in this paper were conducted
on the Aurora 2 testing environment [9] based on a corpus of
English connected digit strings. Only clean-condition training was used, and there are ten different types of noise in the
three test sets: sets A, B, and C. In the first set of experiments,
three sets of speech features were tested, i.e., MFCCs, PLP
coefficients, and Minimum Variance Distortionless Response
(MVDR)-based cepstral coefficients. In the second set of experiments, we integrated the proposed approach with an example existing robust speech recognition approach, i.e., Cepstral
Mean and Variance Normalization (CMVN) [10]. In these experiments, we define the acoustic classes as the 13 word models
(one to nine, zero, oh, silence and short pause models) used
in the Aurora 2 task [9].

With the modified class confusion matrix {vc (i)} defined
above, for a given feature parameter xd (t), the probability density values pt,d
for all classes {i, i = 1, 2, . . . , C} can first
i
be obtained using Eqs. (2) or (3) above. They are then normalized as in Eq. (10) below to give a probability distribution
{p̄t,d
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , C},
(10)

3.2. Recognition results with different features: MFCC,
PLP and MVDR

i=1

Therefore, with the modified class confusion matrix defined in
Eqs. (8) and (9) above, the entropy measure defined in Eq. (11)
below over the distribution {p̄t,d
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , C} for a given
class c considers both the probabilities p̄t,d
i for the classes i and
vc (i) representing the confusions from the classes i to the given
class c,
C
X
t,d
Hct,d = −
vc (i) · p̄t,d
(11)
i · log (p̄i ).

In the first set of experiments, the previously proposed
entropy-based feature weighting [1] and the presently proposed
confusion-based entropy weighting schemes were tested on
three sets of feature parameters, i.e., MFCCs, PLP coefficients
and MVDR-based cepstral coefficients. The 13 MFCC parameters (C1–C12 and log-E) were obtained with the WI007 frontend [9]. For PLP coefficients, the feature vector consists of 12
PLP coefficients and a log-energy term. The MVDR-based features were obtained using the frequency-warped MVDR algorithm with the warping factor set to 0.1 for spectrum estimation
to replace the conventional Fourier spectrum for MFCC [8]. In
all the three cases, 39-dimensional feature vectors including the
delta and delta-delta components were used.
The recognition results on MFCC features are shown in
Figure 4, where the three bars are respectively for the baseline, the previously proposed entropy-based weighting, and the
confusion-based entropy weighting proposed in this paper, for
different types of noise but averaged over all SNR values (0–
20 dB) in Figure 4(a), for different SNR values but averaged
over all types of noise in Figure 4(b), and for the three testing sets in Figure 4(c). Significant improvements were obtained
by the new approach proposed in this paper in all cases consistently across all testing conditions. In Figure 4(a), the error
rate reductions were significant for all types of noise, with good
examples including 32.20% of relative error reduction for car

i=1

The entropy measure Hct,d naturally tells the discriminating
ability of the feature parameter xd (t) to classify the class c with
respect to those other classes which either have higher probaor are very often confused with the class c. But
bilities p̄t,d
i
this entropy measure is for a given class c. For a given feature
parameter xd (t), the above entropy measure Hct,d should be averaged over all classes c (c = 1, 2, . . . , C), weighted by the
corresponding probability densities pt,d
c ,
t,d
Hconf
usion = (

C
X
c=1

t,d
pt,d
c · Hc )/

C
X

pt,d
c .

cjm N (xd (t); μjmd , Σjmd )] .(14)

3.1. Experimental conditions

2.5. Confusion-based entropy weighting

pt,d
i , i = 1, 2, ..., C.

M
X

3. Experiments

i=c

C
X

t,d
Wconf
usion ·

m=1

As a result, we have vc (i∗c ) = 1 and vc (c) = 1 from Eqs. (8)
and (9), and 0 ≤ vc (i) ≤ 1 for all other i, i = i∗c , i = c.
The additions of one in the first expression in Eq. (8) are simply
to avoid taking logarithm of zero for those classes i with zero
frames misclassified as class c. This matrix {vc (i)} can be pretrained with a training corpus serving as the a priori knowledge
about the recognition task.

p̄t,d
= pt,d
i
i /

D
X

(12)

c=1

The difference between the entropy measure H t,d in Eq. (5)
t,d
and the entropy measure Hconf
usion in Eq. (12) is that for the
same feature parameter the former puts equal emphasis on the
confusions between all classes, but the latter uses vc (i) to automatically ignore some confusions that may not cause serious
problems to the final classification, and to put more emphasis
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Figure 4: Accuracies for baseline, previously proposed entropybased weighting, and the presently proposed confusion-based
entropy weighting for MFCC features: (a) averaged over all
SNR values but separated for different types of noise, (b) averaged over all types of noise but separated for different SNR
values, and (c) averaged over all SNR values and noise types
but separated for sets A, B, C.
noise in test set A (60.60% to 73.29%), and 35.45% reduction
for airport noise in test set B (53.25% to 69.82%). In Figure
4(b), the recognition accuracies were essentially unchanged for
tests in clean condition, and example of significant improvements were error rate reductions of 44.31% for SNR of 15 dB
(85.50% to 91.93%) and 44.05% for SNR of 10 dB (66.95%
to 81.51%). As shown in Table 1, the total error reductions of
the final average results are 25.22% for MFCC (from 61.08%
to 70.89%), 15.74% for PLP (from 63.61% to 69.34%), and
25.18% for MVDR (from 63.45% to 72.65%), respectively. The
detailed results and relative improvements for PLP and MVDR
parameters are similar but left out for space limitation.

Figure 5: Accuracies for baseline, previously proposed entropybased weighting, and the presently proposed confusion-based
entropy weighting for CMVN: (a) averaged over all SNR values
but separated for different types of noise, (b) averaged over all
types of noise but separated for different SNR values, and (c)
averaged over all SNR values and noise types but separated for
sets A, B, C.
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3.3. Integration with CMVN
The popularly used Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization (CMVN) technique [10] is taken as a typical example of
robust speech recognition techniques to be integrated with the
feature weighting scheme proposed here. The results are shown
in Figure 5. Again reasonable improvements were obtained in
all cases, although the achievable improvements were relatively
smaller obviously because CMVN itself is very powerful. As
typical examples, in Figure 5(a) the relative error rate reductions were 6.60% for babble noise (70.17% to 72.14%) in set A,
6.96% for train-station noise (68.52% to 70.71%) and 6.75% for
street noise (72.02% to 73.91%) in set B. Similar improvements
can be obtained in Figure 5(b) for different SNR conditions and
in Figure 5(c) for the three sets A, B, and C. The improvements
are consistent for all three sets, with overall average accuracy
improved from 69.13% to 70.86%, which implied a total relative error reduction of 5.61%.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we propose a confusion-based entropy weighting
scheme for emphasizing the acoustic scores obtained with the
feature parameters with better discriminating ability for confusing acoustic classes. Significant improvements were obtained
with the proposed scheme applied on different types of features,
or integrated with existing robustness techniques, in extensive
experiments with the Aurora 2 testing environment under a wide
range of noise types and SNR conditions.
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